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TEMPESTUOUS SEA AND TUMBLE-DOWN BRIDGE
OR
THE BEHINAT'OLAM OF JEDAIAH HA-BEDERSI
APRIL 3, 1978

VICTOR EMANUEL REICHERT

Certain books through the centuries have
been well-springs of consolation and fortresses
for troubled souls in troublous times. They have
sustained the broken-hearted in personal crisis
or in public calamity. They have served both as
anodyne and renewal of heart.
Random House, some years ago, gathered
three such notable classics of comfort under one
roof:
The Consolation of Philosophy by the
sixth-century Roman statesman, Boethius;
The Imitation of Christ by the fifteenthcentury German mystic, Thomas a Kempis;
The Religio Medici by the seventeenth century English physician, Sir Thomas Browne.
My high school friend, of Townsend Harris
Hall days, Irwin Edman, who became Professor of
Philosophy at Columbia University, invited to write
the Introduction to these three famous books, observed how "each has served again and again as a
resource for men shaken by inner scepticism, or by
outer violence tempted to despair. They all three
exhibit, in different forms and in different accent s ,
the 'consolation of philosophy."
The philosophy in each case is close to
religion, for all three authors believed in God.
But the God they believe d in was in each instance
the God whom re a son might assent to as well as
faith credit. The consolation e ach book affords
i~ ~o tho m~nd ~o w~ll as to tne heart.
All three
authors lived in troubled times, though only
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Boethius lived a troubled life. All three still
speak with curious timely, curiously timeless,
directness to those perplexed about the future
or anxious about the perpetual issues of life
and destiny."
To these three celebrated works, let
me propose a fourth which deserves to stand beside
them: the Behinat 'Olam or EXamination of' the
World by Jedaiah Ha-Bedersi.
Jedaiah Ha-Bedersi's limited fame rests
upon his little Hebrew book of reflection upon
God, Nature, Man, The Soul, Israel, the Hereafter
-- under the impressive title Behina't " Cl am, or
Examination of the World.
What is astonishing is to see the amazing
persistence of interest in Jedaiah Ha-Bedersi's
tiny masterpiece. Century after century, since
it was written early in the fourteenth, it has
held the attention and mostly won the regard of
all sorts of readers. How are we to account for
this nearly steady acclaim? What makes the Behinat
'Olam a vital moral and spiritual masterpiece,
worthy to be remembered along with the classics
of Boethius, Thomas ~ Kempis, and Sir Thomas
Browne?
How did it happen that this small
Hebrew work found translators who robed it in
Latin, English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Hungarian, Polish, Yiddish and I know not what
other languages. The work went into more tha~
seventy separate editions in scattered commun1ties of Europe and beyond.
Not so long ago, a Hasidic rabbi in
Brooklyn, reprinted the London, 1~06 e~1t1on,
translated into English by a Rabb1 Tob1as Goodman. This most recent photographed rep:oduction,
the Brooklyn Hasid, Rabbi Elephant, ded1cated
to a famous American Reform Rabbi, a graduate
of our Cincinnati Hebrew Union College, and my
one time teacher of Liturgy there, the learned
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Rabbi Dr. Solomon B. Freehof, now Rabbi Emeritus
of Rodef Shalom Temple, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
For the bibliophile, it is exciting to
know that Jedaiah Ha-Bedersi's Behinat 'Olam claims
the honor of being an incunabulum, -- that is to
say , a book printed before 1500 when the wonderful
invention of printing was still in its cradle infancy . A woman's hand gets: into this. In Italy,
in the city of Mantua, the scholarly Abraham Conat
set up a printing press. Between the years 1476
and 1480, Conat printed eight works, all uncunabula,
a word coined from that fine Latin root that means
'cradle.' But it was Mrs. Abraham Conat, EsteLlina,
who immortalized herself by helping' and encouraging
her husband to print as the third of those Mantua
incunabula, the Behinat 'Clam. In the colophon,
-- meaning the end or finishing stroke, -- and here
we are indebted to the Greek ' for this lovely word,
-- Estellina ' s husband, Abraham Conat, proudly
put his name as one who "writes with many pens
without the help of, miracles, for the. spread of
the Torah in Israel."
But there was to be another Examination
of the World incunabulum beside the Estellina Mantua
editIon printed ' between 1476 and 1480'.

A rival family of Italian print 7rs called
their Hebrew Press after the town of Sonc~no, in
the Duchy of Milan. They adopted the name of th7
town Soncino as their surname. They took,as thel:r
printer ' s mark a design of a handsome med1eval
tower. Though Soncino Hebrew books were not the
earliest their perfection of type and freed~m
from err~rs gave them a special ex~ellence a ove
their Mantua competitor. In ~~e l~s~ of -;he
Soncino books, Jedaiah Beders~ s Beh~n~t Olam
ranks fourth. It bears the date, Sonc~no, December
12, 1484 . The printer was Israel Nathan ben Sa~uel.
lIe .....
-t;.ha· £.:1.."",,,,,",= o£ h i
family encraqed in print~ng
Hebrew books.
Modest~y he seems content to submerge himself behind the impressive printer's mark
of the Soncino Tower emblem. His descendants held
to this hallmark long after they had left the
town of Soncino in Italy.
0.0

l:::
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One of the ,places- to which the sons and

gr':lnd~on of the Sonc~no f ounder carried their
pr1nt1 ~g p r ess was the town of Casal Maggiore

1

that l1es some twenty-two miles east, southeast
of C:emona. There about 1485-1!486, Joshua . Moses
Sonc1no printed the beautiful Mahzor after the
Roman rite. This handsome Holiday · Prayer book
~ad a number of copies printed on ' velium~ It
1S possible that the distinctive S'o ncino prin:ters'
mark of the tower may have bee'n connec.t ed in some
way with the quaint town of easel Maggiore.
Louise and I well remember our visit to Casal
Maggiore in September, 1963, while I was at work
on s ome Hebrew Manuscripts in the Pal.atine Library
of Parma that gives sanctuary to · many of the .
priceless treasures of our Hebrew heritage.
It may be said in passing and in parting from this by-path in the lore : of the bibliophile that the Soncino Press has the honor of
printing the first Hebrew Bible • . That did not
come about until February 23, 1458 • . It was the
twenty-third book to issue from the Soncino
Pres s.
It should be said that the modern and
contemporary Soncino Press of · England that invited me a s the first American to prepare the
commentaries on the Book of Ecclesiastes and
Job in their Soncino Books of the Bible has no
connection whatsoever with those Italian Jews
of the fifteenth century who, beginning with
Israel Nathan, left such a · great mark on the
pUblication of Jewish classics. J. Davidson,
who created the modern Soncino Press of England,
was a man of amazing energy and imag i nation who
was clever enough to revive t he name and the
sign of the tower with remarkable success.
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We wonder what that little Hebrew
book, the Behinat 'Olam, is doing up there
near the top of the cradle books -- the incunabula of Estellina Conat's Mantua List
and the Soncino books published before 15001
Why did these first publishers turn to Jedaiah,
son of Abraham, Ha-Bedersi's tiny masterpiece?
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And who is this man, the author with a strange,
unfamiliar name, anyway?
'
Jedaiah Ha-Bedersi's life spans the last
three decades of the thirteenth and the first four
~ecades of the fourteenth century in France, that
~s to say, approximately the years 1270 to 1340
His f~ther, Abraham, a well-known poet and schoiar,
and h~~ son, Jedaiah, hoth claim as their surname
Beders~, thus hinting that the ancestral birthplace
~as the colorful ancient city of Beziers, a flourish~ng cent~r of commerce and culture in the south of
France, the Provence, in their day.
The river Orb still flows through the
city. On its left bank, in the wine-growing district, Beziers rises on a hill. The Canal du Midi
joins the river Orb at the center of B~ziers.
You can still walk through the maze of narrow
and irregular streets that Abraham Bedersi and
his son, Jedaiah, knew in the thirteenth and
early fourteenth century. Today Beziers has
a long and shady promenade which at one end opens
upon a beautiful park, the Plateau des Po ~tes.
It surely did not exist when these two talented
poets were alive. How they would have loved a
park with the name Plateau des Po~tes.
You will see the remains of a Roman
arena in Beziers to remind you that Rome made
this city 'the headquarters of its seventh legion.
Sixty-one, or perhaps seventy-one years before
Jedaiah was born, Simon de Montfort completely
destroyed B~ziers. He massacred 20,000 persons.
It was the crusade against the ' Albigeneses in
the year 1209.
, The walls of B~ziers were rebuilt in
the year 1289. Jedaiah was then a youth of 19.
However, for you who like to be accurate, I must
tell you that a brilliant disciple of Israel Davidson, the widely respected authority of Medieval
Hebrew Literature, maintains that Jedaiah was
born in 1280 and not as hitherto was believed,
in the year 1270.
If this young scholar is right
(Joseph Marcus of the JTS) then our poet was a
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lad of 9 when he saw the walls of beautl.'ful ~
restored.
Beziers
but th
Disagreement about chronology may remain
,
ere can hardly be any dispute about the as
Ing,precosit¥ of Jedaiah. At the age of 15, to t~h'ne'~~
dell.ght of hl.s father, Abraham, who was both recon
p~et,and unique lexicographer, author of an exhaust_
dl.ctl.onary of Hebrew synonyms (Hotham Tochnith) the
son Jedaiah composed a hymn of 1,000 words. It
isn't the 1,000 words that jolts us from a boy
of 15 but the marvel that each one of these thous
words begins with the same letter. Why Jedaiah
chose the letter "Mem," sounded like our English
letter "M" I do not know. It appears that such
prowess in verbal dexterity gave proof of poetic
virtuosity and afforded a delight Gomparable to
an Isaac Stern holding his audience spell-bound
with his violin as he plays a cadenza from a Brahms
concerto. Jedaiah called his hymn Bakashat Hamem'
-- The Seeking of the Mems. No English translation of this difficult hymn has thus far been
attempted. However, in the middle of the nineteenth century, a forgotten genius by the name
of Max E. Ster~ published a Hebrew text and German
rendition. The title page reads Wieni that is,
Vienna, 1852. I possess a copy of this rare
curiosity that once belonged to Dr. Max Heller
of New Orleans; Rabbi James G. Heller surprised
me with this book from his father's library as
long ago as October 21, 1930. The book also
contains Harizi's Tahkemoni, in Hebrew, and a
Hebrew -and German translation of Bedersi's
Behinat 'alamo This same M. E. Stern, who received a gold medal from the Austrian Emperor
for his far-ranging literary accomplishments,
gives us his translation in German of "The
Examination of the World ~,, -. He dates his achievement in a Prefaqe, in German,- Vienna, April,
1847.

Suppose, now at last, we IDove closer
to the man and his book. Since Jedaiah Ha-Bedersi
is a strange and unfamiliar name to any American,
perhaps, as you consider the puzzle of this poet
of Provence, the letter "p", ' oft repeated, may
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prove a helpful memory peg to pin down this prodigy.
Remember him then as poet, philosopher, physician.
His life gets entangled in the persecution visited
upon the Jews of France by King Philip, the Fair.
In the controversy that raged over the philosophic
writings of Maimonides, you can remember Jedaiah
for his forthright defense of the free study of
science and philosophy. When the ' powerful rabbi
of Barcelona, Solomon Ibn Adret, sought to impose
a ban upon the study of science and philosophy,
it was Jedaiah who courageously defied the edict
with a "Letter of Vindication." "We cannot give
up science," he said, "it is the breath of our
nostrils."
How that letter "P" pursues us as a
golden key to .unlock the buried treasure of the
work and life of Jedaiah! To the larger Christian
world he is known as Don . Bonet Profiat ... His
poetical pseudonym is Penini, a Hebrew word that
means "Pearl." The pearl in this case is the pearl
of wisdom, the pearl of literary beauty.
When only , seventeen, Don Bonet ~rofiat,
to use his alternate name, produced an ethical
work called Sef~r Hapardes -- The Book of the
Garden. It contains chapters ,on religion, . gramrnar,
astronomy, rhetoric and poetry.
At eighteen, he wrote .a work in ,defense
of woman, Oheb Nashim, Lover of Women. The Hebrew
was rhymed prose. Jedaiah wrote it in reply to
Judah Ibn Sabbatai's Sone Hanashim, Hater of Women,
a satirical romance.
.
Jedaiah also wrote a commentary on some
striking legends of the Talmud. And since his
thousand word hymn on the lette:: "Mem," writtex;
when a boy of fifteen, had rece~ved such accla~m,
he now produced a poem on,the first~etter of
the alphabet. He called ~t Elef Alf~m -~ o~e
Tho~sand Alefs. Each word in this hymn beg~ns
'th the letter Alef -- like the Greek Alpha
W1
"
and our English letter "A .
But the best-known and most widely
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c~rcula~e~ of Jed~iah Bedersi's writings is surely
hJ.s relJ.gJ.ous ethJ.cal treatise, Behinat 'Olam.
It seems to have been written after the year 1306
when Philip the Fair banished 100,000 Jews from
F"r ance. Here, as Davidson's disciple, Joseph
Marcus says (U.J.E. Vol 2:130), "the poet ,is moved
to gloomy reflections on the fate that can change
rich men to beggars and expose them to bitter ,privation. In elegant Hebrew, with a wealth of rich
imagery, he paints the trouble and pain of life,
man's helplessness and nothingness, and , exalts
the religio -- ethical ideal."

It may be that when the harsh edict of
expulsion struck, Jedaiah had removed from Beziers
and was living in Perpignan, a town further south
and west, not more than a few miles from the
Mediterranean. This is how the historians record the persecution:
(Marg-ois and Marx -- Histo _
of the Jewish People, p. 398):' (Edict proclaimed
June 21 -- executed 'Ju1y: 22, 10th of Ah, '13'06) •
"The king's treasury was empty; the
property of the Jews, real and personal, as well
as the debts which Christians owed them, was confiscated. Even the chicken in , ~he , pot was not
safe from the king, so ran a folk-song. The
synagogue at Paris was presented by the king
to his coachman. The Jews, about a hundred
thousand, were' turned 'out of the country where
they had resided nearly one thousand years, with
only th~ clothes 6n their backs ' and a small
pittance in coin. , • ~ ,I
We do not know where our poet, physician, philosopher settled after the expulsion.
He might have found temporary sanctuary in
Barcelona, Spain, on the other side of the
Pyrennes -from perpignan. The London, ' 1806
edition of the Behinat 'Olam claims that the
book was "written by Rabbi Jadaia of Barcelona,
Spain. II ' Let not the title, "Rabbi" f .o r Jedaiah
confuse you. "Rabbi" is a familiar and omnipresent mark of respect in medi~val documents.
It does not carry the vocation we ascribe to
this term in modern times.
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Whether the cit

~;~oers.conjectur@, Monpeli. was Barcelona, or as

to t h
'
~er or Perpi
1306 ng~ng
th
e K~ng
of Mall
. gnan, then
at the work th t b
orca, lt was after
cognition took shape a
rought him lasting rethe tumult f
• Jedaiah did n t d
wrote his ,,~x t~e world until about ~340epart from
either in
the World"
you can see, a young man~es or thirties, still, as

hisCU;~~:t!~~n~~

whe~ h~ow~~

classic h We have already hinted that his celebrated
blame.
as run up and down the gamut of praise and

historian,T~~:~t;h(Eroma~~ic, nineteenth century
it the work of a bO~~·t' • Vol . IV - 49) called
. .
s ~c poet that makes a mourn
f u 1 lmpresslon.

Graetz says:

-

. The sudden turn of fortune
WhlCh changed rich men into beggars,
and exposed the delicate and those
used to the comforts of life to
bitter privation, filled the
bombastic poet Yedaya Bedaresi
with gloomy reflections.
In
vivid colors he painted the
trouble and pain of life, and
man's helplessness and nothingness. His "Trial of the World"
(Bechinath Olam) suggested by
personal observation and bitter
experience, consequently makes
a depressing and mournful impression, and reflects faithfully the melancholy feelings
of the ill-starred race."
Professor Meyer waxman (A History of Jewish Literature,
1933 _ Vol. II - pp. 588 - 590) in contrast, writes:
A very noble treatise on the
aim and purpose of h uman life
written in a mo s t e x quisite style
of pure Hebrew • • . This little
didactic work, both on account
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of its content and its stately style,
is a gem in Jewish ethical prose
literature."
And Professor Abraham S. Ha1kin, the 1a
I have seen to comment on Jedaiah's Behinat 'Olam
(E. J. Vol. 9, pp. 1308 - 1309 - MacMillan Co.
Jerusalem - 1970) describes the tiny book of sevecteen chapters in the Soncino edition of 1484 in
these words:
"Jedaiah's best known literary work is Sefer Behinat 'Olam
(The Book of the Examination of
the World). It is a lyrical,
ethical monograph on the theme
of the futility and vanity of
this world, and the inestimably
greater benefits of intellectual
and religious pursuits. Behinat
'Olam, written in florid prose,
and rich in imagery, combines
philosophic doctrine and religious
fervor with a good measure of
asceticism and pessimism."
One fact about the Behinat 'Olam is
unshakable:
Whether praise as a gem or criticized as
florid and bombastic, the work has enjoyed a remarkable popularity. The numerous manuscripts in
the great libraries of Oxford, Paris and Parma,
and elsewhere, as well as the long procession of
printed editions beginning at Mantua before 1500
(1476-1480) and coming down to our own time, clear __
demonstrates the amazing grip this little book has
had on the Jewish soul. Moreover, Jedaiah's
essay moved out of the parochial province of his
own people and entered on a universal career,
first in Latin, and then into nearly all the
European languages. Moreover its words were
committed to memory and commentaries both upon
its words and ideas were composed for it as
though it were a kind of sacred scripture. Indeed, part of the charm the book possesses is the
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way in which Jedaiah uses the words of Sacred Scripture
for his own purposes.
.
How can we summarize the contents of The
Exarn1nation of the World? The Soncino edition,-ai
we have heard, has seventeen chapters (1484). The
London, 1806 edition breaks down into forty-one
chapters. My personal copy of M. E. Stern's Hebrew
German text of Vienna, 1852 is divided into thirtyseven chapters. Despite these variants, Professor
Waxman is probably right in seeing three main divisions in this religious ethical prose poem.
I

Part one, which would embrace the first
four chapters of the Soncino, 1484 text, speaks
of man's mind with its ability to explore heaven
and earth. Most especially is this limitless capacity
of the human mind true of the wise man, the sage.
Yet, though the highest type of humanity, the sage
is not free from the vicissitudes of fortune. The
wise man is not exempt from any of the evils that
assail humanity. The sword of death makes no
distinction between the wise man and the fool.
But if this view is dispiriting , there is comfort in the thought that man is ·a creature not
only of perishable clay but of i~ortal so~l.
The soul which lives within man 1S not subJect
to the destruction of the ·grave. still, to the
shame of humanity, man often neglects to ~mprove
this noblest and indestructible part of h1mself.
He is often seduced by the tinsel ~harm of th:
h sical world and his years speed11y vanish 1n a
p,y
h
fter dandelion puffs of illusion.
w11d goose case a
Jedaiah does not use roy language but
of his own to express
he has a marvelous i mage
comes to
ss
the disappointment and emptin 7
i~:;ures of
the person who pur~uesf~~~ r~1~tPthe end of Chapter
the world.
(You w1ll L1 don 1806· p. 6; M. E.
Berlin,
1927, 4b; o n ,
'33 )
IV
stern, vienna, 1852 - end of IV: p.
.
Here are contrasting translations of the
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same Hebrew text:

l

(.The first:

Waxman)

"The love of the I
'
in text) is like th
h d P easures of l1fe (Ti me
vanish quickly and ~h= ~ioWS a~ eventide which
in their pursuit can b
sappo1ntrnent experienced
youth who gathers the ~a~~~~r~~eto th~t of the
hand but on opening it "finds it em;~~."n his clos
Listen to Rabbi Tobias Goodman's 1806,
London, rendering:
"The hours of thy enjoyment are like the
shadows of the evening sun: and as a child
i·
grasp'n
'th'
hi
'
va
1 ~ W1 1n
s hand the departing ray, opensn_it and 1S astonished to find nothing, so are those
who depend on time."
And still a third translation:
(Jack
M. Myers - Story of the Jewish People - Vol. II
- p. 229)

"And remember that the companionship
of time is but of short duration. It flies more
quickly than the shades of evening. We are like
a child that grasps in his hand a sunbeam. He
opens his hand, but, to his amazement, finds it
empty and the brightness gone."
II
In the second part of the essay, Jedaiah
considers the visissitudes of life and the vanity
of the pursuit of temporal pleasures and possessio
The world is a tempestuous sea eCho 8:1 - M. E.
Stern, Vienna, 1852 - Ha-'Olam Yam Zoef) and time
is a bridge thrown over the abyss C••• V'Ha-Z'man
gesher re 'utah banui alav) Time is a tumble-down
bridge built over it -- ,---- connecting the negation that preceeded existence with the eternity
that is to follow it. The slightest inadvertence
can precipitate him who crosses this bridge into
the abyss. Are worldly pleasures, then, worth
seeking? After their enjoyment follows despair,
a vacuum never to be filled. Unfortunate are
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they who give way to their enticements. Can one
be heedless when so many agents of destruction are
suspended over his head; when the stars that roll
above him and .survey his fate bring about, in their
rapid course; unforseen but inevitable· events, that
the decree of the Eternal has attached to their
movement?
So far as I know., the image -of the child
seeking to grasp the fading sunbeams at sunset
in his fist ., only to find on opening his hand,
to his dismay, that it is ,empty, -- .is Jedaiah t s
own. What a powerful, unforgettable metaphor it
is of the fleeting, illusory pleasures of life!
But, in chapter 8 (Soncino, 1484, Stern,
Vienna, 1852), there is another remarkable image
of time as a tumbledown bridge built over the
tempestuous sea which is the world. Here is a
faithful rendering of Bedersi, based largely upon
Professor B. Halper's text:
(Post-Biblical Hebrew
Literature - Vol. II - XXXII, - p. 183)
liThe world is a tempestuous
sea of immense depth and breadth,
and time a tumble down bridge
built over it, the beginning of
which is fastened with the cords
of chaos that preceeded existence,
while the end thereof is to behold
eternal bliss, and to be enlightened
with the light of the King's countenance. The width of the bridge is
a cubit of a man, and it lacks
borders. And you, son of m~n~
against your will are you l1v1ng,
and are continually travelling
over it, since the day you became
a man. When you consider :t;:hat the
path is narrow, and there 1~ ~~
to turn either to the r~g
~~Yto the left, shall you glory
,
'tion and fame? When you
1n P~~~t destruction and deat~
see
u a wall on your r1ght
are unto yo 1 ft shall your heart
and on your e ,
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endure, or shall your hands be strong?
Even if you pride yourself with
the desirable acquisitions and
the abundance of possessions
which you have amassed and di p c~vered .with your arm, hav.e sought
w1th your bow, and have gone down
to possess with your net what
will you do against the tempest
of the sea and its roaring, when
it ragesroverflows, and passes
through, so that even your dwelling place is about to be broken?
Glory over this immense sea in
whose midst you are~ rule over
its horsemen and chariots. Go
out now, I pray you, to fight
against it. . ."
Chapters 8 and 9 go on to warn against
the folly of pursuing the phantoms of power, weal
and fame, and in the spirit of Jeremiah, whom, however he does not quote (Jeremiah 9:22,23) he, in
effect, says:
Thus saith the Lord:
Let not the wise man boast of his
wisdom;
Neither let the mighty man boast
of his might~
Let not the rich man boast of his
wealth;
But if one must boast, let this be
his boast:
That he understandeth and knoweth Me,
That I am the Lord who doth work steadfast love,
Justice, and righteousness, in the
earth;
That it is in these things that I
delight,
saith the Lord."
The metaphor or time as a tumbledown bridge
built over the tempestuous sea which he compares

s econd :
see
.::an who
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to the ',world, is, you must .confess, li ke the pi c ture
of the child .seeking vain ly to hold 1sunbeams in
his hand, a marvelously bold, vivid and unforgettable
comparison. But the tumble down b.r!dge is not
original with J~qaia h . You will .find it i n a
beautiful prose , ,poem pe.nned by . Bal1ya Ben . Joseph
Ibn Pakudah, the author of the ,Hobot Ha-Lebabot
(Duties of the Heart). Bahya lived in the e leven th
or twelfth . century and Jedai~h most certainly knew
his work and seems to have shared his philosophy
of life. I would not say that this was plagiarism
on Jedaiah's part. It is easy to under~tand how
a powerful image like this would sink deep into
your memory and gradually become part of your
own treasure. Listen to Bahyah's poem of which
this is only a fragment:
(Halper, Ibid. Vol. II
- Post-Biblical Hebrew Literature , ~ p. 93)
"0 my soul, set your heart toward
the highway. •. •.Life and death are
brothers that ·dwell together. They
, are joined to one . another. ~hey
cling together, so that they cannot
be sundered. They are joined together by the two extremes of a
tumble down bridge over -which all
created beings travel. Life is
the entrance, and 4eq~h is ,its ,
exit. Life builds and qeath
demolishes. Life sows ,and d~ath
reaps. Life plants and death uproots. Life joins together and
'death separates. Life links together and de ath scatter~. Know,
I pray you, and see ·that also unto
you , shall the cup PC!.ss over., a nd
you shall soon go out from the
lodging place which is on the
way, when time and chC!.nce pefal l
you, and you retuf.n to y~ur everl ,asting home., • ~
to what we have called the
To return h' t 'Dlam (following Waxman) ,
second part of the Be ~n~ls the blindness of the
we see that JedaiahfbleW~~upon the brevity of his
man who does not re ec
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stay on earth, and is dazzled by the ·ephemeral gl
of wealth and 'passion. ItOh that passions should
only lead to 'darkness, pearls became thistles and
roses thorns; pri~e is only a glimmering flame
that vanishes and :guldens ' (gold coins) have wings
like flies. ' How ' precarious is the pos~tiori of
m~n in thi~ great u~iversei ho~ small as compared
w~th the forces of nature, and subject to ' the influences of the heavenly spheres. "Oh ' world"
,
h e says, II I have seen you select the husks
and
reject the kernels, , befriend the low-minded and
estrange nob~e souls, reach for the empty vessel
but remove the full one .;..
III

The third and concluding part of the
Behinat 'Olam deals with the soul and the cultivation of the right values of life. Jedaiah describes the nature of the soul, its heavenly origin,
its tribulations and its 'struggles during its
earthly sojourn when joined with the body.
"But do not, child of man, accuse the
Author of nature of the evils that overwhelm your
short and frail existence. The evils you complain
of are of your o~n making. As for the Eternal,
His words are all wisdom and goodness. Man
aspires in vain to understand them; they are
beyond his intelligence. All that may be conceived of Him is that He is inconceivable.
Celestial by' origin, the human soul, so long
as it is attached to the body, groans under a
shameful slavery. The occupation worthy of
its noble extraction is therefore to direct
all its faculties toward the worship of 'its
Creator, the happiness of its fellow-creatures,
and the triumph of truth. This result can be
attained only in keeping the commandments of
God." Thus I. Broyde (J. E. Vol. I I - p. 626)
summarizes the last portion of Jedaiah's essay.
In pointing out the right conduct in
life, Jedaiah says: "Happiness can be found
in the observance of the Law. The Torah is a
flame issuing from the heavenly spark. Man in
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his two parts is the torch which this flame enkindles. The body is the wick and soul the pure
oil. "
Yet Jedaiah would not have man devote
himself entirely to study. On the contrary, he
must attend to all necessary pursuits and enjoyments in life, but must use moderation. Jedaiah
decries laziness and blind belief in predestination and urges man to diligence and industry.
The book closes with a rather poetic
version of Maimonides Thirteen Articles of Faith
and with especial praise of Moses Maimonides (1135
- 1204).
"Finally," says Jedaiah, "turn neither
to the left nor to the right from all that the
wise men believed, the chief of whom was the
distinguished master Maimonides, of blessed
memory, with whom no one can be compared from
among the wise men who have lived since the
close of the Talmud. Then I shall be sure that
you, enriched with all the knowledge of religion
and philosophy, will fear the Lord your God."
A

last consideration:

Was Jedaiah Ha-Bedersi fami liar with
Boethius' sixth century masterpiece, De Consolatione
Philosophiae -- The Consolation of Philosophy ( 5 24).
The Roman statesman's Consolation was written
almost 900 years before. King Alfred, Chaucer
and Queen Elizabeth are among the eminent who
translated it and were profoundly influenced
by it.
The historian Gibbon (Decline and Fall
of the Roman Empire - p. 1247 - 1946 - George
Macy companies) calls Beothius' Consolation
of Philosophy "a golden volume not unworthy C;f
the leisure of Plato or Tully, but which cla1ms
incomparable merit from the barbarism of the
times and the situation of the author . • .
"Boethius . • . might calmly disdain
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the impo~ent mal~ce of his enemies, who had left
him happ~ness, s~nce they had left him virtue.
From the earth, Boethius ascended to heaven in
sear~h of the ~UPREME GOOD; explored the metaphys~?al labyr~nth of chance and destiny, of
presclence and free-will, of time and eternity.
and ~enerously attempted to reconcile the perf~ct
attrlbutes of the Deity with the apparent disord7rs of his moral and physical government. Such
tOP1CS of consolation, so obvious, so vague,
or S? abstruse, are ineffectual to subdue the
f 7ellngs of human nature. Yet the sense of
mlsfortune may be diverted by the labour of
t~ought; and the sage who could artfully comblne in the same work the various riches of
philosophy, poetry and eloquence, must already
have possessed the intrepid calmness which he
affected to seek."
So far Gibbon. It is clear that in
terms of content and theme, if not in architecture and literary style, there are astounding
likenesses between Jedaiah's Examination of the
World and Boethius' Consolation of Philosophy.
Both Boethius and Bedersi wrote their books
out of a background of suffering. Both sought
to find hope and strength to overcome the black
mood of despair. Both Boethius and Bedersi
were philosophic poets drawing their waters
of hope from the classical wells of reason
and faith.
There is no Lady Philosophy who comes
to console Jedaiah in exile from his native
land. Nor is the Behinat 'Olam built in five
noble books, like the Torah and the Book of
Job and the Psalms, and the Consolation of
Philosophy of Boethius. Nor does the Examination of the World have the dramatic dialogue
of the Consolation, where suddenly in the
dungeon tower of Pavia of Alvanzano, near
Milan, the majestic Lady Philosophy comes
to comfort the dejected prisoner, waiting
execution on trumped-up charges of treason,
in his dark, damp gloomy cell.
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Would a student of Plato, Aristotle,
Plotinus find echoes of the'se world 'famous philosophers in the Behinat?
It has been said that there are passages
in Boethius almost plagiarized from Plato and Cicero.

If true, it is a grand tribute to the vast erudition
to the Roman consul, advisor to the pagan-hating
Theodoric who, in 523, was made magister officiorurn
a position that kept him in constant attendance upo~
the king. The next year, 524, Boethius was convicted of high treason. And the year following,
525, he was put to death. If you find Plato and
Cicero in his book, remember that the falsely
accused Roman wrote his magnificent Consolation
in a prison dungeon, far from his library.
How hard it is ever to assert absolute
originality. We all owe an immense debt to the
past.
It would be good to think that the French
Jew Jedaiah did know the work of the Roman Catholic
Boethius and was perhaps inspired by his brave
example to write a work of consolation for his
own troubled time. We do know that Jedaiah was
well familiar with the thought of Aristotle.
The Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris has manuscripts of philosophic writings by Jeda~ah, and
it has been suggested that Jedaiah was ~nfluenced
by Christian schlasticism.
Certainly Jedaiah reached out in his
thought and influence far beyond his own community and sought for spiritual truth from the
fountains of classical as well as of sacred
lore.
Jedaiah would have been pleased to
know that a French translation of his Behinat
'Olam - Examination of the world was published
in Paris in the year MDCXXIX (1629).
It was
called L'examen du Monde. Phillippe d'Aquin,
Professor of Hebrew in Paris, .transl~ted it.
And the book is dedicated, th1nk of 1t, to no
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less a personage than a Prince of the Roman Church,
the most illustrious Monseigneur, CARDINAL DE
BERVILLE:
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